Failure Modes in Retinal Detachment Surgery
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There are many causes of failed retinal detachment surgery. This editorial will discuss techniques to improve outcomes and reduce complications.
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Poor visualization is a common cause of failed retinal detachment surgery, both because of failure to identify and treat retinal breaks and because of residual vitreoretinal traction (see Figure 1). Cataract, especially cortical and posterior subcapsular cataract, limits crucial visualization of the peripheral retina. Combined phacoemulsification and vitrectomy are commonly performed outside the USA, but often yield refractive surprises and a higher incidence of posterior synechia and intraocular lens (IOL) decentration. Additionally, combined procedures can cause intraoperative miosis requiring iris hooks, which increase inflammation. If already pseudophakic, posterior capsular opacification (PCO) can limit visualization, but surgical capsulotomy invariably results in IOL fogging. Fogging is not caused solely by silicone IOLs, although they have a higher thermal mass and a greater incidence of PCO; acrylic and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) lens develop fogging as well if there is an open capsule and interrupted anterior vitreous cortex. If a yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) laser capsulotomy has already been performed, the vitreoretinal surgeon should not remove an intact anterior vitreous cortex to help prevent IOL fogging. If IOL fogging occurs there are two options:

• The retina can be reattached with N-perfluoro-octane (PFO) injected with a dual-bore cannula and followed by PFO-gas exchange (25% SF₆) with a soft-tip cannula in the optic nerve cup; unfortunately, residual PFO droplets often occur.

• Alternatively, fluid–air exchange followed by air-silicone oil exchange and laser endophotocoagulation to all retinal breaks after the oil is in place. Internal drainage of subretinal fluid through existing retinal breaks or a drainage retinotomy can be accomplished without difficulty “under” oil. A full oil fill is especially critical if there are inferior retinal breaks. The oil can be removed in a month or so.

Conceptualization is critical to visualization. It is often useful to ask the patient where in the visual field shadow (field defect) was first noted. The highest point of the detachment can also suggest where to look for retinal breaks. Concentric demarcation lines can also indicate where the detachment began. Localized retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) hyperpigmentation often occurs at the site of retinal breaks because the RPE responds to trans-hole fluid flow by elongation of apical processes to increase surface area for the RPE fixed pressure gradient pump. Melanin migration into the apical processes explains the clinical appearance of hyperpigmentation. The terminal ends of lattice degeneration is a common site of retinal breaks. Round, so-called atrophic, retinal holes or operculated holes can cause retinal detachment. Clinically, these holes can be observed but all retinal defects must be treated when vitrectomy is performed because the viscosity is permanently reduced by 800-fold. Sub-clinical detachments virtually never occur after vitrectomy, but rather, a very small hole typically causes a rapid total retinal detachment because of the reduced viscosity.

The initiation of core vitrectomy should be thought of as a diagnostic tool, not just a procedural step, as subretinal fluid often flows from retinal breaks, causing an optical effect due to admixture of two fluids of different indices of refraction (Schlieren). This typically occurs with low levels of linear (proportional) vacuum while removing vitreous at the posterior edge of the vitreous base. Focal and retro-illumination with the endoilluminator (not chandelier) often allows identification of collagen fiber bundles extending to the flap of a flap tear (horseshoe tear). Chandelier illumination while performing scleral depression is critical to visualization of retinal breaks. The primary advantage is the ability to view equatorial retina in contour rather than en face. In addition, the periphery can be moved inwards...
For decades, the author has advocated vitrectomy "under" air as well as "under" oil to identify residual vitreoretinal traction; a common cause of failed retinal detachment surgery. After identifying all retinal breaks and resolving all apparent traction, trans-break or retinotomy drainage of subretinal fluid is initiated. After the retina either becomes reattached (typically with a single break) or subretinal fluid stops decreasing (multiple breaks) fluid–air exchange is initiated while continuing internal drainage of subretinal fluid. The author refers to this concept as the “reattachment experiment”. Residual vitreous traction (epiretinal membranes, subretinal bands or need for retinectomy) can often be identified at this stage because of specular reflection (sheen) and refractive effects and vitreous traction removed "under" air. Similarly, residual vitreous traction can be identified and removed "under" PFO using what the author refers to as interface vitrectomy.

Medium-term PFO is ideal for inferior retinal detachments and obviates the need for a scleral buckle. Medium-term PFO will slowly and safely create a posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) during the 14 days the PFO is in place; ideal for young myopes without a PVD. A full fill with N-perfluoro-octane is crucial to reduce the formation of small bubbles. A dual bore cannula and the VFC with 8 psi pressure is ideal to inject the PFO; the cannula tip should be maintained at the top of the expanding bubble while injecting to produce a single bubble. Confluent laser is applied to all retinal breaks. Medium-term PFO patients can sit, stand, drive, work, and fly with no need to be face down.

Performing multiple rows of 360° laser in lieu of identifying and treating all retinal breaks is not the right answer. New retinal breaks typically occur at the posterior edge of prior retinopexy because retinopexy delimits retinal elasticity. Multiple rows of 360° laser cause more inflammation (possibly increasing the rate of proliferative vitreoretinopathy [PVR], and cystoid macular edema [CME]) and increases the risk of lens damage by the laser probe in phakic eyes. Rows of laser posterior to the equator can produce a so-called “donut detachment” anterior to the rows of laser. These chronic retinal detachments produce vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and therefore neovascularization on the retinal surface, iris, and trabecular meshwork. In addition, “donut detachments” are more likely to develop PVR and hypotony secondary to epipicillary tissue. Confluent laser is better than rows of spots. Moving the laser while applying energy evens out the

thermal effect and makes the adherence between retina and RPE more uniform. Spots either overlap producing excessive thermal damage or "under-lap" leaving gaps for subretinal fluid leakage. Spots are an outdated concept in the operating room (as opposed to office laser) as they are historically based on diathermy and cryopexy probes which cannot be moved while energy is being applied.

Proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) can occur spontaneously or develop as an iatrogenic result of excessive retinopexy. PVR should be thought of as a keloid, i.e. excessive healing. Operating on inflamed eyes instead of delaying until inflammation subsides is a common cause of PVR. Use of relaxing retinotomy instead of retinectomy leads to greater anterior PVR, epiciliary tissue, and hypotony. Performing lensectomy and leaving the capsule in anticipation of subsequent sulcus IOL placement is a significant and common error. The capsule always harbors residual lens epithelial cells which proliferate, causing what the author calls neocortex, inflammation, and adherence of capsule to iris. In addition to the concave iris configuration and fixed pupil, these patients often develop anterior loop traction due to residual peripheral vitreous becoming adherent to capsular fibrosis. Complete capsule removal with end-grasping forceps should always be performed to prevent the aforementioned phenomenon as well as fibrosis-related closure of inferior peripheral iridectomies in silicone oil cases.

Critical elements of successful surgery include use of wide-angle visualization and scleral depression, enabling removal of vitreous traction from all flap tears as well as anterior to all tears. Remove as much peripheral vitreous as possible. Never hesitate to remove the lens or IOL if peripheral visualization and traction removal is limited by peripheral visualization. Always remove the capsule en total if lensectomy is performed. Avoid combined phaco and vitrectomy. Repair all cases without scleral buckling. Perform moderate intensity confluent laser around retinal breaks and suspicious areas; do not perform multiple rows of interrupted laser. If the eye is significantly inflamed, use silicone oil but do not perform retinopexy until weeks or months later when the eye is no longer inflamed. Make use of medium-term PFO for inferior retinal detachments.